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Laser-induced projectile impact testing (LIPIT) based on synchrotron imaging

is proposed and validated. This emerging high-velocity, high-strain microscale

dynamic loading technique offers a unique perspective on the strain and energy

dissipation behavior of materials subjected to high-speed microscale single-

particle impacts. When combined with synchrotron radiation imaging techni-

ques, LIPIT allows for in situ observation of particle infiltration. Two validation

experiments were carried out, demonstrating the potential of LIPIT in the

roentgenoscopy of the dynamic properties of various materials. With a spatial

resolution of 10 mm and a temporal resolution of 33.4 ms, the system was

successfully realized at the Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility 3W1 beam-

line. This innovative approach opens up new avenues for studying the dynamic

properties of materials in situ.

1. Introduction

Testing under near-real conditions of, for example, tempera-

ture, humidity and radiation is essential for engineering

applications of materials. The dynamics and energy dissipation

behavior of materials under actual operating conditions can

help us to fully understand the properties of materials. Impact

testing is a widely used and highly controllable dynamic

testing method that plays a vital role in fields ranging from

powder blasting and cold spraying (Belloy et al., 2000; Assadi

et al., 2016) to microscale additive manufacturing (Behera et

al., 2021), weapons development and aerospace (Redmann et

al., 2021; Marrs et al., 2021). High strains and strain rates under

impact are closely related to extreme properties of materials,

such as nonlinear viscoelasticity, failure and explosion miti-

gation. In recent years it has been found that materials exhibit

unexpected properties and kinetic behavior at high strain rates

and small size scales (Jang & Greer, 2010; Peng et al., 2022;

Hyon et al., 2018). The Laser-Induced Particle Impact Testing

(LIPIT) platform is a dynamic loading tool suitable for

investigating the impact behavior of micrometre-sized single

particles of materials at high speeds. The LIPIT technique was

first demonstrated by Lee et al. in 2010 as a characterization

method that allows for quantitative high-strain rate impacts

(Lee et al., 2012). One of the main advantages of the technique

is that it allows for precise quantification of the kinetic para-

meters of microparticles before, during and after impact. With

a high-frame-rate camera, capturing the impact process at high

temporal resolution (nanoseconds) and spatial resolution

(submicrometre) is possible. LIPIT can provide highly safe

and controllable loading of extreme high-strain impacts for

studying the extreme kinetic behavior of materials. Therefore,
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it is widely used in studies of the kinetic properties of nano-

lamellar, bulk and filamentary materials (Hyon et al., 2021; Xie

& Lee, 2020; Xie et al., 2019; Veysset et al., 2016; Fu et al.,

2014).

However, the current LIPIT methods have limitations. They

are primarily used for in situ study of impact processes in

visible light, which limits their potential. In the course of

impacting, changes inside the material are not visible, which

hampers studies of strain, energy dissipation and damage

mechanisms. A perspective on the deformation inside the

material and trajectories of the microparticles during in situ

loading could provide richer observational data about the

dynamic properties of materials under high strains and better

explanations for the strain response mechanisms of materials.

In situ synchrotron X-ray imaging technology has the

advantages of high penetration depth and high resolution. The

main imaging modes include absorption, phase and tomo-

graphy imaging, widely applied in additive manufacturing,

batteries, propellants and so on (Lou et al., 2021). For example,

quantitative information revealed in the internal morphology

and changes in the structure of energy materials during

charging and discharging processes helps to understand their

physicochemical mechanisms better (Takahashi et al., 2016;

Bak et al., 2018); studying the mechanism and the law of the

generation of melt pools and keyholes during additive

manufacturing help improve the process parameters for better

mechanical properties and fewer defects (Ioannidou et al.,

2022; Leung et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2022); and analyzing the

microevolution of the surface and interior of propellants

during combustion elucidates the damage mechanism of the

propellant (Luo et al., 2023; Liu et al., 2023). Therefore, in situ

synchrotron X-ray imaging has become an essential research

tool in many fields. On this basis, X-ray in situ imaging can

fill the gap of the conventional LIPIT device and realize

high temporal resolution and high spatial resolution

perspective observation of the internal processes under high

strain impact.

This paper presents a LIPIT based on X-ray white-light

imaging at the Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility (BSRF)

3W1 beamline. The entire record of the microparticle infil-

tration process is obtained using two morphologies of aerogel

samples as study objects. The protection of block aerogel

against particle impact and the entire capture process of

impacted particles by aerogel felts were observed. The energy

dissipation characteristics of the block aerogel protection

against particle impact and the kinetic behavior of flying

particles decelerated and captured in aerogel felt were

analyzed by recording the velocity and trajectory changes of

the particles. This study confirms the potential of the LIPIT

based on synchrotron in situ imaging and provides concrete

evidence of its effectiveness. The LIPIT allows the trajectories

of high-speed particles inside the material and the impact

response of the material to be recorded in real time, making

it an essential tool for a more comprehensive analysis of

the impact dynamics behavior of microparticles and the

microscale dynamic response of materials under high speed

and strain.

2. Principle

A schematic diagram of the LIPIT based on in situ synchro-

tron X-ray imaging technology is shown in Fig. 1, including a

high power density laser, lens, launch pad and sample. The

launch pad comprises a K9 glass substrate, an ablation layer

(aluminium film) and a highly elastic film (polydimethyl

siloxane, PDMS). The lens focuses the laser, and then the

aluminium film is ablated to generate plasma, rapidly

expanding to drive the highly elastic film. Next, the bullet

(microparticles) attached at the PDMS accelerates to a high

initial velocity, and then the microparticles fly toward the

sample at high speed. A rectangular X-ray beam parallel to

the surface of the launch pad passes through a certain depth

inside the sample. The process of particle acceleration, impact,

rebound and intrusion is projected onto the detector. The

system is a good combination of the high speed and high strain

microscale impact characteristics of the LIPIT and the high

penetration, spatial and temporal resolution of synchrotron

radiation.

In order to verify the feasibility and reliability of LIPIT

based on synchrotron radiation imaging, a LIPITexperimental

system was built at the BSRF 3W1 beamline, as shown in

Fig. 2. The red line shows the direction of X-rays which is

based on the superconducting wiggler insert. The synchrotron

X-ray performance parameters are shown in Table 1. The laser

wavelength of the LIPIT is 1064 nm (or a frequency-doubled

532 nm) emitted by an Nd:YAG laser. The laser is focused on

the launch pad after two reflections through a lens with a focal

length of 100 mm, and the aluminium film (tens of micro-

metres thick) absorbs the laser energy and instantaneously

generates high-temperature and high-pressure plasma. The

plasma rapidly expands to drive the deformation of the

unabraded aluminium film and the high elasticity membrane

(PDMS), pushing the attached microparticles (steel balls with
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Figure 1
Schematic diagram of LIPIT based on in situ synchrotron X-ray imaging
technology.



a diameter of �300 mm) to accelerate and impact the sample.

In the process, the PDMS acts as an insulator against the high

temperature of the plasma that destroys the micro-particles. A

visible-light camera (FASTCAM SA-Z; maximum frame rate

224 000 frames s� 1) and multi-objective white X-ray beam

imaging microscope (Optique Peter, X5) with a scintillator

(200 mm-thick Ce:LuAG scintillator) was used to record the

process. The spatial resolution of this imaging system was

found to be 10 mm by imaging the test target (USAF1951).

The temporal resolution of 33.4 ms is attained at a frame rate

of 30000 frames s� 1 (exposure time = 33.4 ms). The temporal

resolution is limited by the flux intensity of the X-rays at 3W1.

The study’s objective is to observe the change of the sample

under impact. When impact occurs, the particles slow down

considerably. The sample’s displacement is very small. The

motion blur of the projectile does not affect the objectives.

When it is time to study the moving particles, faster cameras,

such as the KIRANA 7M, can help reduce motion blur.

Since high-dose X-ray irradiation can damage the samples,

the exposure time of the X-rays during the experiment was

controlled using a shutter. A DG645 Digital Pulse Delay

Generator synchronizes the operating time of the laser, X-rays

and camera. With minimal X-ray dose exposure, a complete

record of the experimental process is ensured.

The velocity of the microparticles can be precisely and

flexibly changed by adjusting the output power of the driving

laser. Fig. 3(a) shows the variation of the laser output power

with the operating voltage at repetition frequencies of 1 Hz,

5 Hz and 10 Hz. The pulse widths range from 7.15 to 24.70 ns.

Fig. 3(b) shows the launching speed of the microparticles

under different operating voltages. The power of the laser

shows an S-shaped increase with operating voltage at different
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Figure 2
Diagram of the LIPIT experimental system based on synchrotron radiation.

Table 1
Parameters of the 3W1 beamline Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility.

Insert
Magnetic field
strength Energy range

Energy
resolution

Characteristic
energy Flux Spot size

Superconducting wiggler 2.6 T White light � 0.16% @ 50 keV 10.2 keV 2 � 1014 photons s� 1 @ white 9.37 mm � 2.47 mm

Figure 3
(a) Variation of the laser pulse energy with operating voltage. (b) Relationship between the emission velocity of the microparticles and laser
pulse energy.



repetition frequencies. The high repetition frequency exhibits

slightly higher output power at the same operating voltage. At

each operating voltage, three microparticles were launched

to measure their statistical velocity. The uniformity of the

microparticle mass and the collimation of the microparticle

with the focusing laser will play an essential role in the flex-

ibility and controllability of the experiment. Since LIPIT is a

quasi-energy-conserving process and the mass of the particles

is non-negligible compared with the mass of the highly elastic

film, the maximum particle velocity depends on the particle

mass and the laser power. Higher velocities and smaller

microscale regions can achieve a higher strain response. The

highest velocity recorded using LIPIT is close to 4 km s� 1 with

silicon spheres with a diameter of 3.7 mm (Lee et al., 2012).

Therefore, LIPIT is uniquely vital in studying high-velocity

microscale dynamical processes.

3. Result

An aerogel is a highly lightweight, porous solid material

composed of nanocolloidal particles or polymer molecules. It

exhibits exceptionally extreme material properties, such as a

high specific surface area, a high strength-to-mass ratio, and

an extremely low density and thermal conductivity. The main

methods of aerogel preparation are supercritical drying and

the emerging process of 3D printing aerogels (Zhao et al.,

2020; Aegerter et al., 2011). Aerogels have a wide range of

applications from aerospace to everyday civil applications

(Gurav et al., 2010), e.g. good building insulation, fuel storage

media, catalyst carriers, Cherenkov detectors and blast impact

protection materials.

Two morphologies of aerogel, i.e. aerogel felt and bulk

aerogel, as shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), were used to inves-

tigate two processes: flying particles capture and impact

protection, respectively. Aerogel felts consist of aerogel

particles and inorganic fibers, and have a thickness of 5 mm

and a density of 180� 30 kg m� 3. Bulk aerogels are composed

of crosslinked reticulated silica nanowires. They have a purity

of greater than 99%, density of 40–150 kg m� 3 and pore sizes

of between 20 and 100 nm.

3.1. Aerogel felts capture impact particles

As shown in Fig. 5(a), the motion trajectories of micro-

particles impacting the aerogel felt were captured by high-

speed camera. The operating voltage was 650 V during the

experiment so that the microparticles could travel at up to the

maximum speed allowed under the experimental conditions.

The frame rate of the camera was 30000 frames s� 1, and the

diameter of the microparticles was 300 mm. The velocity of the

microparticles reached 65 m s� 1. The contour of the bulging

PDMS can be seen on the right of the figure, as well as the

contour of the aerogel felt and the inorganic fibers on the left

of the figure. The microparticle travels a short distance before

impacting the aerogel felt, and then decelerates due to the

drag force as it moves inside the aerogel. As the aerogel felt

has low elasticity, the particles are subjected to a rebound
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Figure 4
(a) Aerogel felt. (b) Block silica aerogel.

Figure 5
(a) Trajectory of microparticles captured by the aerogel felt. The particle speed was 65 m s� 1. (b) Microparticles inside aerogel felt after the experiment.



force of the compressed aerogel felt and slightly rebound after

entering maximum depth. Finally, the movement of the

microparticle stops and the microparticle is captured by the

aerogel felt. The aerogel felt was peeled off after the experi-

ment. The red dashed box in Fig. 5(b) indicates the captured

microparticles inside the felt. The results show that the aerogel

felt can quickly reduce the velocity of impact microparticles

and capture flying particles.

3.2. Aerogel impact testing

The motion trajectory of microparticles impacting a block

aerogel is schematically shown in Fig. 6(a). The initial velocity

of the microparticles gradually increases with the operating

voltage from 9.6 m s� 1 to 65 m s� 1. Due to the rigid char-

acteristics of the bulk aerogel, the microparticles rebound

back after they reach the aerogel’s surface. The kinetic energy

loss of the microparticles upon impacting the aerogel can

be calculated by recording the rebound velocity: �E =

1=2mðV 2
0 � V 2

1 Þ, where m is the mass of the microparticle, V 2
0

denotes the initial velocity, and V 2
1 denotes the rebound

velocity. The velocity of the microparticles at different

moments can be obtained by analyzing the position change

of the particles via the high-speed camera. Fig. 6(b) shows

the initial and rebound velocity of the microparticles with

different operating voltages, where the black solid triangles

indicate the initial velocity and the black solid squares indicate

the rebound velocity. The result indicates that the initial

velocity increases rapidly with laser pulse energy, and the

rebound velocity shows a tendency to slowly increase and then

decrease. Under impact loading, the internal stress of the

aerogel rises rapidly, and the nanoporous structure is gradu-

ally destroyed. The fiber breaks, the specific surface area

decreases and the pore volume shrinks, which causes a loss

of energy. The aerogel shows a strain-rate hardening and

increased energy absorption under dynamic compression

because of the internal gas on the hole. As a result, the aerogel

shows good anti-impact performance against high-speed

impacts on the micrometre scale.

4. Conclusions and outlook

In this article LIPIT based on synchrotron radiation is intro-

duced. The device combines the high spatial and temporal

resolution in situ perspective capability of synchrotron radia-

tion and the high speed and high strain rate micro-region

impact characteristics of LIPIT.

The whole process of the impact microparticles captured by

aerogel felt, and the microparticles impacting a block aerogel

with different velocities is recorded by roentgenoscopy. The

result shows that combining the two techniques can provide a

powerful tool for studying the dynamic properties of materials

in situ. A perspective observation of the microparticle impact

was analyzed, including the trajectories of microparticles

inside the sample, the changes in velocity, and morphological

features on the surface and inside of the material. However,

the imaging performance in this experiment is limited by the

energy and flux of the 3W1 beamline. Temporal resolution of

�30 ms and spatial resolution of 10 mm are achieved. With the

application of higher-energy synchrotron radiation sources,

the range of materials that the device can investigate will be

significantly expanded, such as all kinds of synthetic materials

with eminent mechanical performances. At the same time,

the spatial and temporal resolution of the imaging will be

improved to the nanoscale with nanosecond time resolution.
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Figure 6
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and rebound velocity of particles with laser pulse energy.
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